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Balanced solutions for productive spaces. As part of the Tarkett family, Johnsonite delivered the widest portfolio of high-performance, elastic surface-to-be in the industry. With practical solutions and healthier materials that support every phase of the project, from specification to installation and maintenance, we can
deliver measurable returns on investment and beautifully functional spaces that support people who live, learn, work and heal in them every day. This is a special area between the wall and the floor, which unites the entire space. This is what the wall base of the is. Our options portfolio is the largest on the market. Learn
more about TRADITIONAL VINYL 1/8 (TYPE TV) Traditional vinyl wall base provides beauty, quality, durability and solid performance. Ideal for any commercial use, the traditional vinyl wall base is offered at three standard heights. With over 107 color options, the right color is available for any project. Discover the
environmental characteristics of this product and its contribution to LEED on ecomedes. TRADITIONAL VINYL 1/8 (TYPE TV) is suitable for apps in Do you have any questions about this product? Call (888)355-6287 or email us. The questions that others have asked: Do you have a vinyl bay base come with glue already
being applied? HI Anthony, Thanks for your question. We do not carry any type of wall base with peel and stick tape. In the past, we have found that the app is not effective. Thank you, Koffler team I would like to buy inside and outside corners, but do not need a box of 25 each. Do you sell them separately? Hi Kevin,
thanks for your question. Unfortunately, we do not sell internal and external corners for less than a box of quantities. Thank you, Coffler's team #A505 wall base. What is the measurement of the nose? i.e. how far it sticks out of the wall. We are looking for something in a roll that will cover about 3/4 of an inch. Hi Brian,
thanks for your question. The base of Johnsonite's vinyl walls sticks 1/2 off the wall. The only products that we know about on the market that can hang around at least 3/4 is our sanitary foot (2) and our Millwork quarter round (3/4), Thank you, Koffler team We're going to try to apply 2 1/2 vinyl wall bases to steel cabinets.
This is to seal the gaps between the base of the cabinet and the floor. Can you recommend a glue that will work on metal? Hi John, thanks for your question. The recommended glue for steel and other non porous surfaces will be the contact glue, our product number A408. Thank you, Coffler's team, which I'm renting.
The bathroom vanity has water damage around the bottom. Owner replaces and offered a base board. Would you recommend product for this? Hello Jennifer, thanks for your question. Yes, we recommend this product only if there is no moisture, there are repetitions behind the cadboard. Thank you, Koffler team
Johnsonite Traditional Wall base type TV thermoplastic elastic bay base, which provides good flexibility and dimensional stability. With Johnsonite 4 inch vinyl bay casting charcoal 20, it is made of high quality materials with unsurpassed durability for commercial decking. Not only does it resist scuffing, fading and
cracking, but it will also not shrink or separate from the wall. And with a nationwide distribution network of Floor City vendors, a local pickup or job delivery is even an option. Order today at (800) 898-9540 to get many vinyl benefits at a lower price! Also available in: The 2.5-inch 4.5-inch 6-inch rugged design will give
years of solid performance with a Johnsonite Traditional Vinyl Wall base. Made from high quality materials, this base of the wall has unsurpassed durability, resists scuffing, fading, cracking and will not shrink or separate from the wall. Over 120 standard colors 4 feet long height: 4 (10.2 cm) Thickness: 080 (2.0 mm)
Available in the bay with legs for elastic and straight (no legs) for carpet. Stock colours: 36 ColorMatch Colors 08 - Icicle 12 - Hard Rock 15 - Cabernet 50 - White 72 - Harbour 84 - Blue Jeans 101 - Marine Cop 121 - Cement 149 - Milk Chocolate 168 - Thunder non-stock colors available on special order. Most orders are
off within 1-2 business days. Please give an extra 2-5 days for standard UPS Ground delivery. If an item is eligible for free ground shipping, it will be noted in the product description. The delivery of the quote for your order can be seen in the basket and during the check of the order before the order is issued. There is no
post-payment fee. Click here to see the estimated land time map in transit. Need to speed up the order? Simply select the next day or 2 day of delivery at the time of checkout. Accelerated orders placed online receive a higher priority and are usually given away within 24 hours or by the end of the next business day. In
most cases, orders placed before 12:00 pm CST will be sent on the same day. We recommend calling us at (866) 634-1189 to order if you need delivery there will be a specific date. Delivery estimates for online orders are not guaranteed. Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii and the U.S. Territory We offer both USPS Priority
Postal and UPS delivery methods. The delivery of the quote for your order can be seen in the basket and during the check of the order before the order is issued. Additional lead time may apply. International We ship all over the world. Delivery quote for most easy orders can be seen in the basket and during the check of
the order before departure. Additional lead time may apply. Please contact us if you need help with cargo For our detailed delivery policy, please click here johnsonite vinyl cove base color chart. johnsonite vinyl cove base colors. johnsonite vinyl cove base maintenance. johnsonite vinyl cove base warranty. johnsonite
vinyl cove base specifications. johnsonite vinyl cove base product data. johnsonite vinyl cove base specs. johnsonite 4 vinyl cove base
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